Nearly six decades ago, shortly after becoming governor, Pat Brown persuaded the Legislature and voters to approve one of the nation’s largest public works projects, the State Water Plan.

New reservoirs in Northern California, including the nation’s highest dam at Oroville on the Feather River, would capture runoff from snowfall in the Sierra, and a miles-long aqueduct would carry water southward to San Joaquin Valley farms and fast-growing Southern California cities.

As a gesture to what was then a nascent environmental movement, the water plan included a “peripheral canal” to carry water around the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta and thus, it was said, protect its fish and other wildlife.
However, the canal was never built, and the California Aqueduct, named for Pat Brown, continued to pump water from the delta itself, which, as feared, degraded the estuary’s habitat.

Two decades after the water plan was approved, Pat’s son, Jerry, became governor and muscled authorization for the canal through the Legislature, only to see an odd-bedfellows alliance of San Joaquin Valley farmers and environmental groups block it via a 1982 referendum.

Three-plus decades later, a new version of the peripheral canal — twin tunnels to carry water beneath the delta — emerged. Then Jerry Brown re-emerged for a second governorship and adopted the tunnels, later dubbed WaterFix, as his own.

Brown now has only a few months before relinquishing the office again, and he is trying, almost desperately, to move the project to the point of certainty and may succeed.

The chief cheerleader for the tunnels, Southern California’s Metropolitan Water District, has declared its political and financial support and with its partners has applied for a federal loan to get it going.

There are still legal, financial and environmental hurdles, but it’s at least a 50-50 bet that Jerry Brown will finally complete the most significant piece of his father’s legacy, and add a bit to his own.

The peripheral canal/twin tunnels saga exemplifies the difficulty of making water policy in California. However, the project is not the only big water action in the final months of Brown’s second incarnation, driven by seemingly chronic drought.

Brown’s Water Resources Control Board is on the verge of reordering water allocations on a grand scale, reducing what farmers can take from tributaries to the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers to provide more flows through the delta.

“It’s an important milestone,” board Chairwoman Felicia Marcus said. “We’ve laid out a framework … for taking the next step in reconciling ourselves with the natural world in a way that has been on the plate for decades.”

There would seem to be a conflict between a new allocation policy to give the delta more water, and the twin tunnels, which would divert water from flowing into the
delta. In fact, some critics say the plan is a way of indirectly shifting water from farmers to Southern California.

The plan also contains the seeds of a long-brewing conflict over water rights — whether those with senior upstream rights dating back more than a hundred years can be compelled to give up water by state decree.

Finally, the state Water Commission last week began allocating several billion dollars in state bond money to build new water storage reservoirs, including a chunk for the 1.8 million acre-foot Sites Reservoir on the west side of the Sacramento Valley.

Sites is not too far from the Colusa County retirement home that Jerry Brown is building on land that his pioneer ancestors first acquired in the 19th century. It’s been said that his father’s childhood visits to the naturally semiarid region were his inspiration for the State Water Plan.
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